This work originated in an attempt to comprehend a striking likeness between representations and cohomology theories of some algebras, such Ž . Ž . as sl 2, C and its non-degenerated quantizations, modular sl 2 and Ž . degenerated quantizations of sl 2, C , Weyl algebra A , and others. As a 1 Ž result, the notion of generalized Weyl algebras of which all those men-. tioned above turned out to be examples and weight modules have arisen.
This work originated in an attempt to comprehend a striking likeness between representations and cohomology theories of some algebras, such Ž . Ž . as sl 2, C and its non-degenerated quantizations, modular sl 2 and Ž . degenerated quantizations of sl 2, C , Weyl algebra A , and others. As a 1 Ž result, the notion of generalized Weyl algebras of which all those men-. tioned above turned out to be examples and weight modules have arisen.
Fortunately, almost all the techniques necessary to elaborate the theory w are present in the literature. The most important tools can be found in 1, x 3 . So we were able to give a nearly complete description of weight modules over generalized Weyl algebras via reduction to a class of linear Ž . categories called chain and circle categories resembling those arising in w x 1 . We could emphasize that, though categories seem to be more complicated than algebras, as one needs to deal with many objects, this multitude itself provides a certain convenience, and sometimes a decisive one, at least for calculation, but often for comprehension as well.
In Sections 1 and 2 the subjects of the paperᎏgeneralized Weyl algebras, chain and circle categories, and weight modulesᎏare introduced and the main correlations established between them. In Sections 3 and 4, a description of weight modules over chain and circle categories is given, while in Section 5 it is translated back to the generalized Weyl algebras.
1. GW-ALGEBRAS AND WEIGHT MODULES 1.1. Let R be a ring. A category C C is said to be an R-category if its Ž . morphism sets C C i, j for the objects i, j are equipped with R-bimodule structure, the multiplication of its morphisms is R-linear with respect to Ž . Ž . both left and right R-module structure, and ar b s a rb for any possible a, b g Mor C C, r g R. Remark that, even if R is commutative, we do not Ž suppose that ar s ra for a g Mor C C, r g R in the latter case C is said to . Ž . be R-linear . If C C contains only one object i.e., is simply a ring , we call it an R-ring.
1.2. From now on suppose the ring R is commutative. Let C C be an R-category and M be a C C-module, i.e., an additive functor from C C to the Ž . category Ab of Abelian groups. Then, for each i g Ob C C, the group M i Ž . becomes an R-module if we put r¨s r1¨. We write, as usual, aï Ž . Ž . instead of M a¨for¨g M i , a: i ª j in C C, and call elements of Ž .
"
M i the elements of the module M.
i g Ob C C
1.3. Denote by Max R the set of all maximal ideals m ; R.
and, for each subset : Max R, denote by W C C the full subcategory of Ž . W W C C consisting of all modules M with Supp M : .
1.4. Suppose we are given an automorphism of the ring R and an Ž . element t g R. Then define the generalized Weyl algebra GW-algebra Ž . AsA R , , t as the R-ring generated over R by two elements X, Y subject to the following relations:
Ž . Xr s r X and rY s Y r for any r g R; ⅷ Ž . YX s t and XY s t .
One can easily check that both as a left and as a right R-module A is free Ä n n < 4 with a basis 1, X , Y ngN .
Ž
. Remark. In most cases cf. below , R is an algebra over some field K and is an algebra automorphism; thus A is really a K-algebra. Nevertheless, we retain the term ''GW-algebra'' even if it contains no ground field at all.
² :
1.5. The cyclic group generated by acts on the set Max R. Denote by ⍀ the corresponding orbit set. It follows from the definition of Ž . 
Ž . Ž . H s H y 1, and T s T q H. Then A , U g , the universal enveloping algebra of the 3-dimensional simple split Lie algebra g over
for some q g K _ 0, "1 . Then we obtain as A a quantization Ž . U g of the algebra of the preceding example. 
Ž . L -category with the object set Z s ZrpZ, generated by the set of mor- igZ except for p y 1;
Ž . orbit with p elements, and m g . Then W W A , W W C C for the circle
The proof is analogous to that of 2.2 and hence is omitted.
WEIGHT MODULES OVER CHAIN CATEGORIES
3.1. To describe weight modules, we need some simple and known results. Recall that a full subcategory S S : C C is called a skeleton of C C provided the objects of S S are pairwise non-isomorphic and any object of C C is isomorphic to some object of S S. It is evident that in this case the categories of C C-and of S S-modules are equivalent.
Denote by B the set of all breaks. 3.4. Surely, the objects of S S can be numbered by integers belonging to Ž . some interval I : Z perhaps left or right or two-sided unbounded . Denote by j the object of S S corresponding to j g I.
Ž .
It follows from the definition 2.1 that mC C is a two-sided ideal in C C. Hence, we can form the factor S S s S Srm S S and, of course, weight S Smodules are just S S-modules. But the same definition implies the following description of S S. 
COROLLARY. Isomorphism classes of simple weight C C-modules are in
1᎐1 correspondence with the elements of I. Namely, for each j g I, the corresponding simple C C-module M is defined as follows:
. wise these mappings are automatically zeros .
Ž .

If j s m q 1 for the maximal break m, then
Here, as before, K s Lrm.
3.7. In the case considered one can also determine all S S-modules, hence, all weight C C-modules. Namely, let J : I be a non-empty subinterval of I and J X : J be any subset not containing the maximal element of J X Ž . Ž . if the latter exists . Then define an S S-module N s N J, J by the rules:
Now an easy exercise in linear algebra leads to the following result. X Ž . 
THEOREM. All S S-modules N J, J are indecomposable and any S S-module decomposes uniquely into a direct sum of modules isomorphic to
Ž X . some of the N J, J . 3.9. COROLLARY. For each pair J X : J as in 3.7, define a C C-module X Ž . Ž MsM J,Ž . ''circular order'': i -j -k means that 0 -j y i -k y i -p in Z . If S S contains m objects, put them in 1᎐1 correspondence with Z in such way m Ž that i -j -k in Z implies i -j -k in Z surely,
Ž .
ii In particular,
Ž .
PROPOSITION. i
All simple P-modules are of the form Prf P for irreducible elements f g P.
Ž .
ii All simple ⌬-modules are the following: N , N , or xN s N, yN s 0, or xN s 0, yN s N. 0 Obviously, ⌬ry⌬ , P , ⌬rx⌬ , P T , and both of them are principal ideal 0 0 Ž . rings, which implies the assertion ii .
Remark that the rings P and P
T are anti-isomorphic; hence, there 0 0 is a natural 1᎐1 correspondence between their irreducible elements. Namely, to a polynomial f s a q a x q иии qa x dy1 q x d of P there
Lemma 3.2, we are able to reconstruct all simple weight C C-modules. If B s л, take an irreducible element f s a q a x q иии qa
Ž . a /0 in P. The corresponding simple module can be defined as follows: 
Now let f s a q a x q иии qa x dy1 q x d / x be an irreducible ele-
ment of P . Define the modules M and M in the following way: 1, f 1, g 2, f 2, g 0 4.7. To classify non-simple C C-modules, we need to suppose them to be Ž Ž. finite-dimensional i.e., all M i to be finite-dimensional vector spaces over . Ž . K : otherwise we must at least classify all linear or semi-linear mappings in infinite-dimensional vector spacesᎏthe problem, which seems hopeless. The case B s л is rather simple: we must determine finite-dimensional P-modules. But P is a principal ideal domain; thus the answer is well w x known 4 : the only indecomposable modules are N s Prf P with f f Ž indecomposable in P it means, by definition, that Prf P is indecompos-. able and N , N if and only if f and g are similar in P. w x pairs of mutually annihilating linear mappings solved in 3 . We need only w x take into account the graduation, different from that in 3 , and the fact that our mappings are not linear but semi-linear. However, we encounter no significant trouble and, accurately following the quoted work, we arrive at a description of finite-dimensional S S-modules.
< < Denote by D the free monoid generated by two letters x, y. Let w be the length of the word w g D. For any such word w s z z иии z , where Ž . Consider n q 1 symbols e , e , . . . , e . As a K-basis of N l take the set into account the fact that they are not linear but semi-linear mappings y1 Ž with automorphisms and , respectively the next paragraph, as well as . 5.5 and 5.6, is concerned with the same remark .
4.9. Now call a word w an m-word if its length n is a multiple of m w x and non-periodic if it is not a power of another m-word. Let P s K x, 0 be the skew polynomial ring with automorphism and f s a q a x 1 2 qиии qa 4.13. Remark. Corollaries 4.6 and 4.12 ''almost'' solve the problem of describing weight C C-modules. We still have the problem of classifying indecomposable elements in P and P up to similarity, which may be highly 0 non-trivial. However, even the ''usual'' problem of describing irreducible polynomials over an arbitrary field is far from being solved, though no one doubts that the Frobenius normal form is a ''good classification'' of linear mappings in finite-dimensional vector spaces. Ž .
Ž . 
Ž .
iii The only isomorphisms between the listed modules are: 
